BATON ROUGE, Jan. 5 (AP)—Louisiana civil defense leaders considering a $44,000,000 atomic bomb shelter program, cast today for the answer to a basic question: What liabilities must we, as a state, be prepared to meet?

The leaders agreed that small groups of citizens, rather than centralized facilities, should be chosen as control centers. The organization will be based on the district director, with the city director in charge of the district, and the deputy director in charge of the city.

All districts will be divided into sections with a section leader in charge of each. The section leader will be an experienced officer, and the deputy section leader will be a trained civil defense officer. The deputy section leader will be responsible for the section leader in his absence.

Each section will be divided into blocks, and a block leader will be appointed to each block. The block leader will be responsible for the safety of the block and will be responsible to the section leader.

The local organization was devised and will be trained under the direction of the State Director of Civil Defense, C. E. O. McCullough, a 30-year veteran of the Air Force.
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Kill the Myths

Atomic Weapons Will Not Destroy the Earth

Atomic bombs hold more death and destruction than man ever before has wrapped up in a single package, but their overall power still has very definite limits. Not even hydrogen bombs will blow the earth apart or kill us all by radioactivity.

Doubling Bomb Power Doesn’t Double Destruction

Modern A-bombs can cause heavy damage two miles away, but doubling their power would extend that range only to two-and-a-half miles. To stretch the damage range from two to four miles would require a weapon more than eight times the rated power of present models.

Radioactivity Is Not the Bomb’s Greatest Threat

In most atomic raids, blast and heat are by far the greatest dangers that people must face. Radioactivity alone would account for only a small percentage of all human deaths and injuries, except in underground or underwater explosions.

Radiation Sickness Is Not Always Fatal

In small amounts, radioactivity seldom is harmful. Even when serious radiation sickness does follow, there is still a good chance for recovery.